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12.4 A 7.5Gb/s 10-Tap DFE Receiver with First Tap sitions, resulting in a unimodal distribution. These 2 edge sam-
Partial Response, Spectrally Gated Adaptation, plers capture 75% of random data transitions. A 2n-order loop is

I_
' used to improve jitter tolerance (JTOL) in the presence of large fre-

and 2nd-Order Data-Filtered CDR quency offsets, resulting in a complete plesiochronous PrDFE
clock-recovery solution. D_os is typically set to provide one-half UI

Brian S. Leibowitz', Jade Kizer', Haechang Lee', Fred Chen"', Andrew Ho3, offset between eClk and dClk, while A_os can be programmed to
Metha Jeeradit', Akash Bansall, Trey Greer', Simon Li', Ramin Farjad-Rad4, arbitrary phase offsets to allow BER-based eye measurement in
William Stonecypherl, Yohan Frans', Barry Daly', Fred Heaton', Bruno W. plesiochronous links. A separate accumulator for the DFE clock
Garleppl, Carl W. Werner', Nhat Nguyen', Vladimir Stojanovid,, domain along with the selective inversion of the BBPD output
Jared L. Zerbel allows us to align transitions of the DFE output to the data transi-

tions despite variations in feedback latency. The TX accumulator
Rambus, Los Altos, CA, 'MIT, Cambridge, MA, 'SiPix, Fremont, CA allows plesiochronous parallel loop-back testing for JTOL, etc.
4Aquantia, Milpitas, CA DFE coefficient adaptation is implemented with the sign-sign LMS

(SS-LMS) algorithm. SS-LMS uses relatively simple hardware, butAs serial links push to higher data rates, more sophisticated equal- reursteicmn aat esetal ltfrpoe ovr
ization schemes are required to counter the effects of ISI. DFE is geces[ he datambling maysat thi reremenvtri
favored to cancel post-cursor ISI since it does not amplify noise or some appl it snoalw ay ssible. Fo rea e,ari-
reuc rciesinlsegt. Futemr, it is neesar .i.n

some applications, it iS lnot always possible. For example, approxi-redLuce receivedl signal strength. Furthermore, it is necessary in mately random data may be interspersed with periods of highly
today's backplanes for the DFE to automatically adapt to the char- autocorrelated data, such as SblOb idle patterns.healting adapta-
acteristics of the channel [1]. This paper describes the architecture tion when such autocorrelated data is detected prevents erroneous
and circuits to address three important concerns of such DFEs: when of autocorreltev
closing timing to cancel the ISI from immediately preceding bits, wandering of DFE coefficients.
ensuring the proper conavergence of the adaptation algorithm, and Spectrally gated adaptation is performed using cross-correlation
providing in-situ diagnostics capabilities. hardware, shown in Fig. 12.4.4. The deserialized data is periodi-

cally captured to provide a snLapshot of 14 data bits d~l to d~3.It is possible to ease the timing requirement for the first DFE tap These same ts arevused inabot on adatation dn+d -

by using a partial-response DFE (PrDFE) architecture [2]. By loop rThese same bts are used in both equalnzation adaptation and cor-

unrolling, one can remove the sampler from the decision feedback test, each pair of bits in the snapshot is checked for equality. The
path. However, the increased data latency due to the PrDFE selec- resuts aira m ted ver snapshots.ATe
tion logic subtracts from the timing budget of later DFE taps. testssnapshot,mthetmagnitudessofuthee91faccumulatorstareAcom-* the last snapshot, the magnitudes of the 91 accumulators are com-

Figure 12.4.1 shows the double-data-rate receiver with partial pared against a programmable threshold. If any of the cross-corre-
response (tap 1) and DFE (taps 2 to 10). Two levels of decision feed- lation magnitudes exceeds the threshold, the SS-LMS update cor-
back are used to close timing despite the aforementioned PrDFE responding to the same set of snapshots is rejected. Synthesized
latency. A linear equalizer first amplifies Vin to partially correct for adaptation hardware including the SS-LMS engine and cross-cor-
high-frequency channel loss. It also buffers the sampler-bank input relation logic occupies 99,300tim2 in a 90nm process and is shared
capacitance from the channel. The amplified signal is driven to 3 across 4 to 16 links to amortize the area cost.
data sampler paths and 2 edge sampler paths per odd/even phase. Spectrally gated adaptation is demonstrated in Fig. 12.4.5, which
Two adjustable differential offset preamplifiers (ADOP) sum shows the adaptation of several DFE taps during periods of ran-
PrDFE threshold coefficient w, to the received signal. The result- dom (PRBS-31) and static (10'b 0010010111) data transmitted
ing signals are sampled to produce speculative data decisions dPE over an 18-inch backplane link with 2 HM-Zd connectors, When
and dNE, assuming the previous data symbol was +1 or -1, respec- adaptation is not spectrally gated, DFE coefficients drift to incor-
tively. An "adaptive" sampler, whose output is aE, can be config- rect values during the static pattern. When random data returns,
ured to produce an error signal for adaptation or to be swapped the link fails to meet the BER specification of 1E-12 until adapta-
with either data sampler for live offset calibration [3]. Sampler tion recovers. When the cross-correlation hardware is used to gate
swapping is accomplished by a multiplexer immediately following adaptation, DFE coefficient updates are blocked during the static
the samplers. Partial response selection is then performed by a suc- data period, and link BER is maintained.
ceeding multiplexer.

Receiver performance is demonstrated in Fig. 12.4.6, which plotsOnlce even data symbol, dE, is decided, it is fed back only to the silnusoidal JTOL (DJ=0.43UIpp, lRJ=0.lSUIpp). The CDRE tracking
even samplers for 2nd post-cursor cancellation. Current-steering bandwidth is D-3MH4zand high-frequenpcyJTOL is 0.3Utppa
DACs whose outputs are current summed onto the ADOP outputs BER=E-12. The 2 -order CDR allows the link to mainstain nearly
perform feedback weighting by coefficient w2. By operating within constant Ttet 'olranC ed mnktou maindpeiochronu
the half-rate logic domain and avoiding the analog delay of the coeration.
ADOPs, this local feedback path is able to meet the 266ps timing P
requirement for the 2nd tap. Such "local" feedback paths exist sepa- The 7.5Gb/s receiver draws 113mA from a 1.2V supply. A complete
rately within the even and odd domains. Because these local feed- transceiver with the components shown in Fig. 12.4.7 occupies
back paths require independent multiplication and summation for 760x935gm' in a 90nm CMOS process.
each sampler, DFE taps 3 to 10 are implemented with a conven-
tional full-rate architecture. Acknowledgements:
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Figure 12.4.1: One phase of double-data-rate RX with PrDFE. Figure 12.4.2: Sampler (StrongArm) latches directly driving domino multiplexers.
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Figure 12.4.3: Second-order CDR with PrDFE data filtering. Figure 12.4.4 Data crosscorrelation logic.
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Figure 12.4.5: DFE adaptation without (top)/ with (bottom) spectral gating. Figure 12.4.6: Measured sinusoidal jitter toierance at BER=.E-12.
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Figure 12.4.7: Chip micrograph (bump + 2 metals removed).
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